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Angel, let me kiss one tonight, tonight

Angel, let me kiss one tonight, tonight

Angel, let me kiss one tonight, tonight

Angel, let me kiss one tonight, tonight

Oh! Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Oh! Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Oh! Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Oh! Never Kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one tonight

let me kiss one tonight

let me kiss one tonight

let me kiss one tonight

let me kiss one tonight

Angel, with those angel

Angel, with those angel

Angel, with those angel

Angel, with those angel

with those angel

with those angel

with those angel

with those angel

Angel, with those

Angel, with those

Angel, with those

Angel, with those
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—to paradise, up to paradise.

Angels, may I hold you tight?

Never kissed an Angel; let me kiss one to—
If I said, "I love you",  
If I said, "I love you",  
If I said, "I love you",
Let me be in heaven here on earth with you, poco rit.

Let me be in heaven here on earth with you, poco rit.